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4928

Pentek SwiftTools for
’C30 and ’C40

Pentek SwiftTools TM - Multiprocessor Debugging Resource
Pentek’s SwiftTools is a debugging
resource for complex interprocessor tasks.
In conjunction with an array of third-party
software tools, you can view and analyze
your data in a windowed environment.
One of the most powerful SwiftTools
features is its ability to support code development on more than one target.
On multitasking host platforms such as
HP and SUN, you can have multiple copies of SwiftTools open at the same time,
one for each target processor, and you can
do parallel debugging on each target.
For example, by defining separate sessions for all eight processors on the Model
4285 Octal ’C40 VME board, you can use
SwiftTools to debug handshaking between
them. Each processor can be independently loaded, run with or without break
points, single-stepped or halted. You can
track each of the four programs at the
source code and assembly code levels and
display the current values of program variables as they are updated.

SwiftTools operates in three primary
modes, Session, Project, and Target.
The Session mode is used to define a
particular development environment,
before any actual development work is
started.
With the environment defined, the
Project mode can be used to create and
edit C-language source code and produce
executable files.
Once the source file is created, the TI
Optimized C Compiler/Assembler/Linker
is invoked from the SwiftTools menu to
produce object code for the specific Pentek
target processor.
The Target mode can now be used for
downloading the object code to target
memory and debugging the program.
Full control of program execution is
provided including download, start, stop,
single-step, resume and reset. Any number
of breakpoints can be set and each is indicated by a marker in the Memory Window.
SwiftTools supports all Pentek ’C30 and
’C40 DSP products.

Options:
-003

For Windows
95/98/NT

-004

For SUN UNIX

-006

For HP-UX

-007

For Digital Alpha
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4958

Contact DSPCon at
Tel: 908-722-5656

DSPCon FTL File Transfer Language–
Data Acquisition and Streaming
Model 4958 FTL File Transfer Language
is a file management system for VMEbus
data acquisition and streaming. It includes
a collection of software libraries for initializing, organizing, sorting and retrieving
data. FTL allows the user to create multiple
real-time streams between any peripheral
device and the SCSI storage disk on the
host workstation. A versatile data-streaming engine, it isolates you from the setup
and control of I/O interfaces.
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◆

With SwiftNet handling the host-totarget I/O and FTL handling the target’s
peripheral I/O, you can quickly stream
data between peripherals and easily control their parameters.
Model 4958 FTL is no longer supplied
by Pentek. For full specifications, including
price and delivery information, please contact DSPCon, Inc. Tel: 908-722-5656, Fax:
908-722-3259, or e-mail: info@dspcon.com
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